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TIGER APPLICATIONS

RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE

ASB APPLICANT MEETING

Students are encouraged to apply
to join Tiger Newspaper’s awardwinning staff by Sunday, May 1.

SPHS’ seasonal blood drive returns to
the practice gym on Thursday, April 28,
sponsored by ASB.

Applicants for appointed ASB
positions must attend meeting on
April 28 at lunch in the SAC room.

SPHS' PROM RETURNS

STORY AMBER CHEN
PHOTO COURTESY OF KYRA NIELSEN
SPHS will host its annual prom dance from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. on Saturday, May 7 at the
Skirball Cultural Center. Tickets went on sale on Monday, April 18, starting at 85 dollars
for SAC, 95 dollars non-SAC, and 115 dollars OOTER (people that don’t attend SPHS).
Prices for SAC and Non-SAC will increase by 10 dollars each week, while OOTER prices
will increase five dollars.
This year’s prices are lower than normal since the class of 2020 had initially put a deposit
for the venue before the pandemic. La Cañada, for example, is paying a steeper price for
the same venue, reflected in their ticket prices that start at 110 dollars.

The venue extends both indoors and outdoors, a choice that was intentional in choosing
the Skirball due to the ongoing pandemic. There will be an elaborate and tasteful selection
of food at the event as well: The menu lists lemon garlic chicken, parmesan pasta, and
plenty of sides and appetizers alongside a dessert bar, candy buffet, and a chocolate
fountain. This year’s prom theme is based off of Frank Sinatra’s 1964 recording of “Fly
Me To The Moon,” lyrics implying a mid 20th century theme and Old Hollywood glamor.
“The inspiration for the theme sparked when we were trying to decide on a slow dance
song for our prom royalty. When we chose “Fly Me to the Moon,” we felt it was the perfect
song,” said junior class President Kyra Nielsen. “We loved the timeless vibe it held and
thought we could further turn it into a beautiful theme and dance.”

Due to the pandemic, this is SPHS’ first prom in two years. Prom, a formal dance for
juniors and seniors (and underclassmen through invitation) is widely regarded as an
essential American staple, representative of a coming-of-age and symbolic in many teen
movies. However, this year’s prom is not a complete return to normality. In order to
attend, one must show proof of vaccination. If one is not vaccinated, they are required
to provide a negative test result instead and are only allowed this option if they have a
legitimate medical or religious exemption. Furthermore, masks will be mandatory at the
four hour event.

Picking the theme was the first step for the junior class officers on a planning process that
started in late January.

“I think the mask requirement is a good thing because there are going to be a lot of kids
inside the event, and also Skirball should have jurisdiction over COVID precautions,”
senior Ruby Mullen said. “But definitely [I think people will take their mask off]. I don’t
really think the mask requirement will hold up through the night because at winter
formal and I think at homecoming, too, we had to wear a mask and nobody did.”

“I’m excited to go to prom,” Mullen expressed. “It’s [the seniors’] only prom. Also, being
a senior, I feel like prom is one of the only things that we get to do that’s mostly different
from other grades.”

“Once we had [the theme] we got to visit the Skirball Cultural Center. We immediately
fell in love with the beautiful outdoor scene and saw our vision come to life,” Nielsen said.
Besides food and lots of dancing courtesy of a DJ, the junior class officers also have in
store a photobooth, caricature artist, a flipbook making station, and face painting.

Prom ticket sales will end on Thursday, May 5.

THE DEBATE
ON ABORTION

SPHS SPRING
MUSICAL ‘SHREK’

JACKIE ROBINSON
ANNIVERSARY

The terms “pro-choice” and
“pro-life” encourage the
politicization of abortion.
Tiger examines how
abortion should be what it
truly is: a medical issue, not
a politcal one.

In the first musical since
2019, SPHS’ spring
musical Shrek delivers a
performance of fun with
a talented cast and a
heartfelt story to revitalize
a timeless tale of love.

Staff reflects on the
importance of Jackie
Robinson’s MLB debut as
the first African American
athlete in the league, and
the impact that has had on
generations to come.
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Winterline advances to
finals, breaks records
STORY BENJAMIN REGAN
PHOTOS ERIN LEE

F

or the first time in SPHS music history, Winterline
competed at the Southern California Percussion
Alliance (SCPA) preliminaries, semifinals, and finals
throughout April. They became one of the twelve groups
to qualify for the finals and finished in tenth place.
Winterline is a percussion ensemble that Band Director
Howard Crawford conducts every second semester.
Musicians audition for and learn their instrument during
Winterline workshops before winter break. This year, 23
people from all grades played cymbals, xylophones, bass
drums, vibraphones, drum sets, chimes and snare drums
in Winterline. In preparation for the SCPA competitions,
they practiced two to three times a week, beginning in
Thanksgiving Break. Many of the percussionists were
new to the instrument they played.
Winterline’s historic run began on Saturday, April 2,
when it earned a total score of 85.20 out of 100 at the
SCPA preliminaries in Chino Hills. By scoring second in
the musical effect category, second in visual effect, first
in music, and tenth in visual, Winterline received fourth
place overall, earning them a spot in the semifinals.
The music and visual categories are a measure of how
well Winterline performed, while the effect scores are a
measure of the impact and overall quality of the program.

PLACING TENTH IN SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA FOR PERCUSSION
ENSEMBLES, Winterline performers
combined music and artistry to make history.

On Sunday, April 10, Winterline continued its success
at the SCPA competition, earning sixth place in the
semifinals with a total score of 88.150 out of 100. The
group scored sixth in musical effect, sixth in visual effect,
seventh in music, and fourth in visual. Winterline’s
efforts at the semifinals in Temecula were rewarded with
a spot in the finals. No SPHS Winterline had made it past
the preliminaries before this year.

The South Pasadena Winterline finished in tenth place in
the finals of the SCPA competition with a score of 84.563
for their performance based on three songs: “I Found” by
Amber Run, “Amen” by Amber Run, and “The Curse of the
Sad Mummy” from the League of Legends soundtrack.
The SCPA preliminary round began with 59 Winterlines,
including local rivals from Temple City and San Marino,
and teams as far away as Santa Barbara and San Diego.
The semifinals featured 37 winterlines in Temecula,
and the finals, hosted at the Toyota Arena in Ontario,
California on Saturday, April 16, had 12 teams competing.
“This performance means a lot to me, especially as this
is the first finals performance this school has ever had
with SCPA,” senior marimba player Charlie Miller said.
“Honestly, being at the Toyota Arena was very surreal
to me. I am very proud of everyone for their effort into
making this show the best it can be. Many many hours
were dedicated towards this show, and I truly believe our
effort really shows in every performance and in each and
every practice.”
Unlike marching band where students have proficiency
of their instruments going into the competition season in
September, Winterline performers often begin with little
to no experience.
“It’s crazy to think in a few months we’ve gone from
learning the basics to performing in a huge venue like
the Toyota Arena,” freshman bass drum player Sebastian
Thompson said. “I feel like this season really highlighted
the importance of hard work and how far it will take you.”
The SCPA competition marks the end of the 2022
Winterline. Next year’s ensemble will form in December,
and Winterline will look to replicate the success it had
this year.

SPHS’s food-themed companies win big on national stage
STORY ALISON WANG
PHOTO COURTESY OF XOCHITL QUIÑONES
Varsity Virtual Business team Fortunate Cookies and
JV team Coco competed against 600 virtual enterprise
schools in the National Youth Summit in New York at the
United Federation of Teachers and Long Island University
from Monday, April 4 to Wednesday, April 6. Coco placed
third in the nation for its marketing plan, and Fortunate
Cookies’ human resources team secured fourth place.
Virtual business is a Career Technical Education class
that creates a business with fictional products. Students
are split into pairs at the start of the year and present
a potential business and the class votes on its favorite
proposal. Students then apply to different departments
like in the workforce.
Fortunate Cookies, with its slogan “crack open a smile,”
sells themed fortune cookies with affirmations, jokes,
love advice, or tips for customers to make their lifestyles
more sustainable — each box filled with a selection of
flavors from honey lavender to raspberry swirl.
Coco promotes nutrition and sustainability with coconut
milk ice cream sweetened with low-calorie sugar
substitute erythritol. The all-natural, dairy-free food
promotes inclusivity through reduced allergens.
Fortunate Cookies advanced to nationals in all four
competition categories: human resources, marketing
plan, quickbooks, and finance. Human resources focuses
on how the department functions, from conducting
staff surveys to staff morale. To compete in QuickBooks,
employees must pass an exam held by Intuit, the maker
of QuickBooks, to be certified. The team presents its
quarterly results and financial statements through the
software platform.
Fortunate Cookies and Coco spent the year building
their brand in preparation for various regional and
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Arts Festival Preview
The Eclectic Music Festival & Arts Crawl will return to
South Pasadena for the first time since the pandemic,
offering local and regional musical acts, one-of-a-kind
artisanal products, interactive activities, and food
and drinks on Saturday, April 30. Sponsored by the
Chamber of Commerce, the Eclectic will feature more
than 65 musicians, 40 vendors, and 25 local businesses,
offering guests a free community event.
The festival began back in 2008 with about a dozen
guests and local bands gathered in a parking lot, but has
since transformed.

CONTINUING A TRADITION OF NATIONAL SUCCESS, virtual business teams
Fortunate Cookies and Coco placed in the top five in two events at the New York competition.
state competitions and fairs, before traveling across the
country for nationals.
“[Competing at nationals] was a great experience for all
of us because[...] this was the final culmination [of a year
of work],” Fortunate Cookies CEO Joseph Broderick said.
“We also had a great experience going to New York and
competing in thse [business] capital of the world.”
Coco’s marketing group consists of sophomores Sydney
Lee and Isha Zafra, and juniors Sabrina Bluml and

Xochitl Quiñones. To qualify for the marketing plan, the
team submitted written and video marketing plans. From
the teams who applied nationwide, 35 went to New York.
“We were very surprised we even made it to nationals,
even third place. There were some very great teams out
there,” Quiñones said. “We just tried to do our best.”
Competitions have ended for the school year and varsity
virtual business is in the process of selecting its team for
next year.

“The Eclectic [has] grown into an attraction that brings
visitors from all over Southern California,” Chamber
of Commerce Communications Manager Nichole Clark
said. “Despite that growth, it’s maintained a ‘homegrown’
and local feel. We feel strongly about keeping the arts free
and accessible for everyone in the community.”

vendors will set up shop at “Artisans’ Alley” in the
SPUSD parking lot with more interactive art activities,
food trucks, photo ops, and music.

The Eclectic relies on sponsorships, donors, and its
yearly fundraiser, The Eclectic Preview Party, which took
place earlier this month. At 60 dollars per person, the
party highlighted special performances by local artists
Jackson Mankowski, Maria Taylor and Elliot Caine.

“The [coronavirus] shutdown occurred a few weeks
before the Eclectic’s scheduled date and days before the
Eclectic Preview Party. We were forced to cancel both
and chose to forego 2021 planning too,” Clark said. “We
are so excited to safely re-engage the community with
this beloved, local event.”

On April 30, musicians will perform on 13 stages and
in intimate venues throughout the city such as Canoe
House, Dinosaur Farm, and Mission Tile West. Artisan

Organizers of the Eclectic are excited for the festival’s
community return.

The Eclectic will run from 3 to 10 p.m. More information
on the event is online at its website, theeclectic.rocks.
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City Council consolidates city commissions
The community responded to the decisions with suggestions on how to further improve commisions.
STORY ALISON WANG
ILLUSTRATION PENNY ABOUD

T

he effects of the City Council’s recent consolidations
of commissions remains uncertain as residents
anticipate upcoming changes. The city voted to
consolidate the Youth Commission with the Senior
Citizen and Parks and Recreation Committees, change
the purpose of the Animal Commission, dissolve the Ad
Hoc Finance and Economic Development Committees,
change the number of meetings for the Public Arts
Commission, and more during the meeting on
Wednesday, April 6.
The city held a meeting on February 26 to solicit
public comments and community feedback on how to
consolidate and improve city commissions. The city
pushed to consolidate meetings in order to save money
and time. According to the City, staff members would
spend an average of eight hours per month preparing for
meetings that may last only 30 to 45 minutes, for instance
in the case of the Youth and Senior Committees. The
staff presentation states that preparation time for each
meeting, regardless of length, is similar.
“The term we heard from the consultant who completed
the assessment in a call with me was that staff is
constantly on fire drill mode,” City Manager Armine
Chaparyan said. “I think that was very telling of not just
the workload but the overall culture… staff was not only
constantly preparing for a commission meeting with
technical reports, but also working on the large scale
projects we have.”

of the pandemic and the change in community service
hour requirements. Agenda items for discussion or
action for the Youth Commission are regularly changed
but short, reflecting 30 to 45 minute meetings.

Animals, and ordinances such as issues regarding coyotes
can be brought to the city council without a committee
— other animal ordinances are an informal effort from
community members who are especially interested.

The Youth Committee is slated to become joined with the
Senior Citizen and Parks and Recreation Commission
with at least one chair for a youth and senior citizen.

Currently, the commissions have not had any
correspondence on how consolidation will transform
them, but commissioners remain positive.

Recently, the Youth Commission has had less engagement
than previous years.

“So far, the consolidation has not affected the
commission. The number of commissions creates a lot
of work for the staff, and there is significant overlap
in some of the work,” Parks and Recreation committee
commissioner Karen Tamis said. “Consolidation could be
more efficient for both staff and the public — reducing
the number of meetings and ensuring cross pollination
of ideas and activities.”

The Public Arts Commission now has only four meetings
annually. During the February 23 meeting, it was initially
proposed that the Public Arts Committee be consolidated
with the Planning Commission, but public comment
from Chair of the Public Arts Commission Phung Huynh
helped maintain its integrity.

“The Youth Commission this year has been a little bit
more lax this year than in past years. We’ve still done
community service events, but I haven’t heard a lot
about the [consolidations],” Vice-Chair of the Youth
Commission senior Sadie Metcalfe said. “We haven’t had
a meeting about it.”
The City described difficulty with finding new
commissioners, and speculated that it might be because

ATTEMPTING TO INCREASE CITY EFFICIENCY, the City Council voted to combine
several commisions, such as the Youth and Animal Commissions, at the April 6 meeting.

City Council has not dissolved the Animal Commission,
but it is now place as an advisory committee that will
mainly centerin on animal events such as Be Kind To

“Although communication and collaboration are
necessary…it does not make sense for planning
commissioners with no arts background to lead in
public arts policy [or public art] commissioners with no
planning background to lead in the physical development
of the city,” Huynh said. “Absorbing the public art
commission into the planning commission would signal
that public art is not a priority....It would devalue art as a
valued cultural part of our community.”
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The True Costs of College
STORY LEXIE DOIG & MICHAEL MAYEMURA

PAGE DESIGN ALLISON LEE & MARTIN WALSH

ILLUSTRATION MARTIN WALSH

This year’s college application process was uniquely challenging. The introduction of test-optional
schools, an increase in roll-over applicants, and the pandemic made applying exceptionally hard.
In this spread, Tiger examines the struggles seniors faced and the fears of juniors.

The unexpected awaits:
a senior’s perspective
STORY LEXIE DOIG
College applications: the nightmarish process of trying to consolidate every
achievement you have ever received and the skills you have accumulated
over the four years into cohesive essays in order to determine where
you are going to spend the next four years, and quite possibly, the rest
of your life. Now, the college application process is something that has
been built up for so long throughout our educational careers, so first
of all, congratulations to the seniors for getting through it. We are
finally past the endless deadlines, trying to figure out what we want to
do, where we want to go, and how on earth we are going to do all that.
Figuring out dream schools, safety schools, rejections, acceptances,
waitlists, and committing, for the most part everything is done.
Now what?
In the first semester of senior year, college was unavoidable. Every
conversation was: “Where are you applying to college? “What are you
going to study in college?” And then all of a sudden, nothing. There
are days where college is not mentioned at all by my peers. The emails
begging me to apply to schools have stopped (for the most part,
please stop already Mount Saint Mary’s University).
But the gauntlet of first semester has left me burnt out and
apathetic. After having college applications built up for years, I
have already passed that “culminating moment.” I do feel relief
that it’s over, but my relief is mostly overshadowed by just how
exhausted I am. To anyone who has not been through college
applications already, good luck, and I have no better advice to
give than to look out for your health and get some sleep, because
you are going to need it.

The fear of the future:
a junior’s perspective
STORY MICHAEL MAYEMURA
College is a trigger word that, as of late, has become synonymous with a successful
future. As my junior year draws ever closer to the finish line, yet another dreaded
challenge approaches: college applications, an overcomplicated mess of resumés,
seemingly meaningless essays, and years of hard work, all so kindly wrapped
into one. It is inescapable. Everywhere I look I am bombarded with emails from
counselors or well-meaning questions of friends and family that only serve to
muddle things further.
Ever since I was a kid, I naively dreamt of the free-spirited, university life, one
filled with parties, adventures, and the ability to “find myself.” Consequently,
I overlooked the ever important application process and, still, cannot come to
terms with the seemingly constant stream of rejections awaiting me; something I
would not have experienced since middle school. Within my 16 year-old hands lie
the blueprint for my future, an empty canvas with an indecisive artist at its helm.
I understand the importance of my applications; they are a chance to sell myself
to colleges, to share my life’s work with those that only half-heartedly care, and
should serve to set my future on the right-path, so why am I still so apathetic? I
have the support and knowledge of my family, dozens of people who have all gone
through the process unscathed, but that does not seem to ease my mind.
For me, it feels I am at the doorstep of something more important than I can even
comprehend and, as I step inside, I will be left comparing myself to the millions
of others that have joined me. I hear stories of my perfectly put-together friends
– the ones with 4.0 GPAs and overly-involved in their communities – failing to
make the waitlist, often outdone by their not-so-studious and under-involved
colleagues. I have been warned of the hellhole that awaits from countless seniors,
warned to “start my essay over the summer” or the ever so helpful, “Don’t worry
about it. Just go to PCC,” (thanks for that). It is my life’s work that has culminated
to this very moment and my future that depends on what I do now. However,
currently, I have never felt more petrified and lost in my entire life.

A counselor’s perspective
College applications have become uniquely difficult as a result of the
pandemic. Some students in past cycles opted to wait for universities to
return to in-person schooling before applying, skewing college acceptance
rates, increasing applicant pools, and making the college applications
significantly more competitive.
But according to SPHS guidance counselor Tracy Ishimaru, the pandemic
has had an unexpected positive impact on the process. By going
test-optional, many schools have adopted a more holistic review of
their applicants.
“They’re not just looking at test scores, they’re not just looking at grades
as the numerical data point to get a student into a particular school,”
Ishimaru said. She also noted that “a lot of schools this year were also
looking to broaden their diversity,” resulting in a greater focus on student
perspectives than test scores, and emphasizing the importance of an
applicant’s essays. Because of this shifting in priorities, Ishimaru deemed
it unlikely that the application process would return to what it was prior
to the pandemic.
“Normal would probably be with that [SAT or ACT] test score,” she said. “The
UCs have completely done away with the SATs and ACTs for applications same thing as the Cal States - so that marker is not as imperative.”
When asked how future seniors should approach applications, Ishimaru
responded “I think the main thing is to not go by the brand of a school or
the ranking of a school to really look at the fit. But when you look at what
a certain school is known for and why you want to go to the school, that
becomes the more relevant question to ask.”
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Abortions are a medical issue

The discourse around abortion ignores the simple fact that it is a medical issue.
Within the abortion debate, people will often classify themselves
into one of two groups: “pro-choice” or “pro-life.” To put it simply,
those who identify as “pro-choice” largely believe abortion is a
person’s right and their choice to make, whereas those who are
“pro-life” generally argue that abortion should be illegal to save
the fetus’s life. These labels, however, reinforce the politicization
of abortion. The goal should be to get to a point where the issue
of abortion is treated as what it it is: a medical issue. Political,
and not to mention misleading terms like “pro-life” and “prochoice,” have plagued the movement and hindered it from
reaching any sort of goal.
In 1973, in the case of Roe v. Wade, the Supreme Court ruled that
any state law banning abortion was unconstitutional, sparking
the beginnings of the abortion debate. Since then, there has been
a continuous back-and-forth discussion about the legalization
of abortion that has become highly politicized and polarized,
especially with buzz words like “pro-life” and “pro-choice.”
In recent development, we have seen a sharp increase in extreme
abortion bans, including the most recent one in Oklahoma that
punishes anyone obtaining abortion in the state with a fine of up
to $100,000 as well as up to 10 years in prison. More shockingly,
the legisltion encourages citizens to work
As it stands, the issue of abortion is simply too political.
Conservative politicians embrace the pro-life stance while
progressive politicians favor a pro-choice one. One cannot help
but think that this may be a sure way to appease their respective
voter bases, given the polarizing nature of the issue. However,
abortion shouldn’t even be something that is voted on. Above all,
it is a medical procedure that every patient should have the right
to, under the guidance of a licensed medical procedure. That fact
seems to have been lost in the conversation.
Abortion has become such a political issue because it is
considered to be against many religious and personal values.

Pro-life sentiments seem to be prevalent in the personal beliefs
of many religious individuals.
These beliefs often produce an extreme position such that even
if one is not directly affected by the issue, they feel entitled to
dictate whether others should be able to access it or not. But
these values, especially those stemming from religion, have no
place in legislation.
Legislation or political action as a reelection pawn is by no
means a phenomenon unique to the abortion issue. Impending
midterms are a massive reason why President Biden will not
take harsher and more decisive action against Russia and why
his climate change agenda has been tabled in the face of rising
gas prices.
Politicians who bring forward such extreme bills such as the
Oklahoma abortion ban, likely do not feel as strongly about the
morality behind abortion as they posture to on the Senate floor.
However, they know that their supporter base does.
Depoliticizing the debate around abortion will clarify and
effectively compartmentalize the issue, so there is no longer
an incentive for politicians to posit extreme bans that will
appeal only to particular voters. Health should not be treated as
just another piece on the impossible political 4-D chess board.
This must be done by reframing abortion as a medical procedure
and removing it from the jurisdiction of politicians entirely.
Abortion should not be legislated, rather it should be a choice
made at the discretion of the person receiving the procedure
and their healthcare professional on a case by case basis. If it is
turned over to the healthcare sector and removed from politics
— addressed by doctors rather than senators — abortions
will be safe, legal, and the focus can be turned to accessibility
and the underlying socioeconomic issues that inform a person’s
need to receive an abortion.
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Tiger’s cheers and jeers for the month of April
BOOS
BOO to seniors who did not ditch. Squares, losers, nerds,
and freaks.
BOO to bathroom passes. I love imagining other people’s
pee is drying on it.
BOO to a Madea’s ditch day. I just wanted to go to
the beach, and instead I came back with a lobster on
every limb.
BOO to camp, twee, gorp, crust, steez, and sploogecore.
It’s time for everyone to submit to the totalitarian state
of athleisure.
BOO to people who can’t take a joke. It’s not our fault
that we’re funny and you are not.

BRAVOS
BRAVO to the national gaurd for letting me take all of
their pens. Let’s call it even for coming to my city and
shooting me with rubber bullets.
BRAVO to Shrek the Musical for making Donkey and
Dragon lesbians. Purrrrrrrr.
BRAVO to tennis. We see you and we love you.
BRAVO to graphic tees. #ipromiseilistentogunsnroses
#businesspunk
BRAVO to Siddhartha by Hermann Hesse. Enlightenment
looks good on all of us.
BRAVO to that monkey on my back. #brassmonkey
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Class elections & American democracy
The state of class elections, commonly bemoaned by the student body, is eerily similar to the state of
American democracy. We need to apply our unrest to the elections that really matter.
STORY ELSIE WATERS
ILLUSTRATION ISOLE KIM
High school allows teenagers to experience facets of the
real world in a moderated environment. In an attempt
to expose students to political ideals, most high schools
choose to hold student elections. Student elections
currently mirror democracy at the local and national
level to an impressive — although not exactly encouraging
— extent. The parallels include elections devolving into
popularity contests, a lack of voter participation, and
an underlying neglect to policy. In theory, instilling the
ideals of democracy and encouraging participation is
a positive outcome of student elections. However, if
student government is merely reinforcing the negative
aspects of national elections, we must ask ourselves if the
exercise is serving its established purpose. Are schools
teaching democratic ideals or reinforcing complacency
and cynicism?
In 2020, 62 percent of registered Americans voted. Most
do not use or respect the power of the vote nationally.
This statistic is mirrored in voter turnout on campuses
where, oftentimes, students do not take elections
seriously. In fact, the majority of students are unaware of
the protocols of student elections, leading them to vote
for the candidate they are friends with, or not vote at all.
As most things in high school, student elections have
become reduced to a popularity contest. With the
social abnormalities of a high school environment, the
running process itself is tainted. Friends will get other
friends to hold off on running so that they have a better
chance of receiving their desired position that year.
There is a certain unspoken rule that voters respect
seniority, meaning that seniors will most-likely win the
position they are running for simply because they are
upperclassmen. While these situations are less relevant

in the national voting process, popularity has its own
effects on campaigns. For example, candidates who have
the most funding will naturally have the advantage of
higher visibility than their fellow candidates who do not.
The CIRCLE/Tisch College 2020 Youth Survey revealed
that youth who learned about voting in high school are
more likely to become informed and engaged voters. The
survey showed that “young people who learned about
voting procedures in high school are more prepared for
voting today…” while “students who had not received
encouragement to vote from teachers in high school were
more than twice as likely to agree with the statement
“Voting is a waste of time”
Another similarity shared between national and student
democracy is candidates’ outlook on policy. Many
policies that voters care about go largely unaddressed as
individuals turn their focus on advertising their desire to
make America the best that it can be. A similar pattern

can be observed within high school campuses where
candidates convey the same message through differently
decorated posters, advertising their wishes to change
the very structure of school. In reality, the student
government does not have much power to create concrete
changes on campus.
There is an underlying frustration in response to the way
that high school elections take form. People are upset
about the popularity contest aspect of elections at school.
However this sentiment is not shared on a national
level where most seem to have accepted popularity as a
significant role in elections, a natural truth they have no
power to change. Why are we angry over the democratic
problems of student government, but have seemed
to have given up on solving these issues nationally?
Directing our anger purely at high school elections is
failing to acknowledge that this is merely the reality of all
elections in America.

Serial killers: a modern fascination with the morbid
STORY HANNA BAE
ILLUSTRATION MARTIN WALSH
TV shows, books, and an estimated 2,800 crime
podcasts evidence a spike in true crime media.
Conversations with a Killer: The Ted Bundy Tapes and
Extremely Wicked, Shockingly Evil and Vile are two
recent works about Bundy. This poses a serious issue.
Although many initially intend to simply educate and
familiarize viewers with the crimes these serial killers
committed, they often promote the idea of a charming
and attractive criminal. However, the rise of true
crime media increased the romanticization of federal
criminals and real-life monsters. The romanticization
of serial killers inspires a unique morbid curiosity that
is a direct reflection of human nature’s fascination
with evil and our attraction to the underbelly of society
reflects a darkness within ourselves.
Directors deliberately cast attractive actors in the
roles of these serial killers. For example, Zac Efron, a
modern “heartthrob,” plays Bundy and Darren Criss
plays Andrew Cunanan in Impeachment: American
Crime Story. Ross Lynch plays Dahmer in My Friend
Dahmer. By casting star-studded actors in these roles
and attempting to display of the murders, creators
shift the focus onto the serial killers, making them the
protagonists. True crime shows and movies attempt
to touch on the real life stories of the murderers and
victims, but do not prove fruitful. These works actively

Quinnie’s
Opinnies
QUINN
MANZO

Pessimism ≠ Inaction
On April 6, Peter Kalmus and three others were arrested
for chaining themselves to a Chase Bank during a climate
change demonstration in Los Angeles.
Kalmus is a scientist at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory
that studies biology and climate change. He stood in front
of the bank urging passerbyers to listen to his desperate
warning about the seemingly inevitable downfall of our
world’s environment. JPMorgan Chase & Co. joined the
UN’s Net Zero Banking Alliance in October of last year,
despite the fact that in 2020, the corporation invested in
the most fossil fuels out of any national bank. Standing in
front of one of their cleanly-designed buildings, Kalmus
emphasized that scientists have been warning people
about the increasingly urgent threat of climate change for
decades to no avail.

highlight the work of the serial killers and utilize the
victims’ stories and trauma of the victims’ families for
material profit. Rosalee Clark, the sister and daughter
of murder victims told Time of her horrors of coming
across a book of the 2014 murder.
“It haunts our life, this book… We’re treated as fodder,”
Clark said. “We’re fuel for people’s fascination”
Even though true crime is arguably the most
schadenfreude-ish form of media, Hollywood is not in
the habit of casting unattractive actors – it is bad for
business. The families of victims have to bear witness
to people thirsting over depictions of the people who
murdered their loved ones.
This increase in popular actors playing criminals only
furthers an unsettling trend of people continuing to
find serial killers attractive. The phenomenon can be
broadly classified under hybristophilia also known as
“Bonnie and Clyde Syndrome,” or the sexual interest in
and attraction to criminals. These kinds of behaviors
are unhealthy and dangerous.

to experience terrible things without actually being
in immediate danger. This only further feeds into the
morbid curiosity humans have with crime and the harm
of other human beings.

According to Parrot Analytics, true crime is the most
in demand television show genre. This phenomenon
is reflective of society’s obsession over people who act
out beyond the boundaries of moral and social norms.
Through true crime, viewers are able to live out the
darker side of human curiosity from the safety of their
own home. These shows offer a platform for viewers

People find fascination in killers like Ted Bundy because
they feel familiar. Bundy was an average looking man
with a wife and children, yet he would plan elaborate
schemes to go out at night and carry out vile murders.
There is an interesting element that comes from
someone so familiar and how this familiarity is a facade
for crimes so grotesque, evil, and alien.

Several other climate change protests happened that
week in other major cities like Berlin, Madrid, London,
and Washington D.C, all administered by the Scientist
Rebellion, a branch of the Extinction Rebellion pointed
towards climate change activism.

We can buy metal and paper straws, put compost bins on
campus, and take tote bags to the grocery store. While
all are good deeds that certainly can’t hurt, they barely
scratch the grave impact of large corporations, such as JP
Morgan Chase & Co., that bear the overwhelming majority
of responsibility in the fight for 1.5, but are unburdened by
a conscience. It all feels so depressingly futile, especially
knowing that the generations with the most control
over fossil fuel emissions likely won’t live to see the
consequences of their actions.

It feels like barely anyone is talking about or has heard
about Peter Kalmus’ arrest, or the arrests of the many other
experts involved. I’m sure they were hoping for more than
that, that the world turned its head, that their arrests would
mean something to the public. They deserved that. Instead,
politicians drag us backwards. On April 12, President Biden
temporarily lifted a ban on production on E15, a fossil fuelproduced gasoline that contributes to harmful tropospheric
ozone and smog. Biden has criticized other government
officials in the past for maintaining the U.S’s reliance
on fossil fuels, and when campaigning for president he
asserted he wanted the U.S to move away from fossil fuel
and oil reliance.
The UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
reported that we have to cap our greenhouse gas emissions
within the next three years to limit climate change to 1.5
degrees Celsius, or 34.7 degrees Fahrenheit for us stubborn
Americans who refuse to commit to universal measurement
standards. The world is already suffering from extreme
natural disasters exacerbated by climate change: floods,
wildfires, droughts.

However, I happen to believe that pursuing something
futile still holds value. When the three year deadline
passes, it will either mark the end of a three-year, globallyshared sentiment of surrender, or it marks a time when
people really tried, but failed at the hands of corporations
that stubbornly opposed necessary financial sacrifice.
Should we try and fail, that would mean we are the first
species in all of the history of the Earth that deliberately
fought to prevent its own extinction. That sounds like a
worthy endeavor.
It is the responsibility of the pessimist to try and prove
themself wrong. Fight harder than the optimists who
somehow believe things will just work out. Read up on
Kalmus’s story and the many like it, and decide for yourself
what kind of perspective you want to take. I just hope that
whatever outlook you take inspires some sort of action.
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PRO CON : CONFIRMATION
Politicians injecting party platforms in inappropriate settings is a common event, but could
privatizing Supreme Court hearings limit partisan distractions?

+ SCOTUS hearings should be held privately

STORY LEXIE DOIG
ILLUSTRATION MARTIN WALSH

J

udge Ketanji Brown Jackson’s path to becoming the first Black woman on the
Supreme Court has been highly publicized and politicized since her nomination.
Her confirmation hearings made headlines, not for Jackson’s qualifications, but instead
highlighting the unprofessionalism of many Republican senators on the confirmation
hearing committee.
In one instance, Senator Marsha Blackburn (R-TN) asked Jackson to define “woman,”
using a transphobic dog whistle to gain conservative brownie points. As a response to
such irrelevant questions, Jackson reminded the senators of the job description of
a judge, causing her to be lauded as much for her stoicism and professionalism in the
face of absurdity as for her judicial experience. But why must these officials be handed a
platform when they have demonstrated they are undeserving of that responsibility?
Withdrawing politicians who sacrifice decorum to appeal to their base would be the
best-case scenario, but as the likelihood of this occurring is near-impossible, removing
the live broadcast from the Supreme Court confirmation hearings is a more realistic
solution. While there are concerns that removing the television cameras would inhibit
transparency, continuing to allow journalists to view and report on the hearings, as well
as publicly releasing transcripts, would both hold elected officials accountable and not
encourage them to sabotage government affairs in favor of party interests.
The change would force politicians to stop their political pandering and increase
efficiency and transparency. Hearings for presidential nominations would no longer
be dragged down by partisan talking points, and civilians would develop an informed
opinion of the hearings based on qualifications instead of partisan issues.
Partially privatizing Supreme Court hearings is not a perfect solution, but would
nonetheless cut down our officials’ ability to impede government proceedings. Jackson’s
hearings made it clear that politicians must learn there is a time and place to get on their
soapbox, and these hearings are certainly neither.

- Hold public hearings

STORY CHARLOTTE DEKLE
ILLUSTRATION MARTIN WALSH
Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson’s grueling four-day hearing for her eventual confirmation
to the Supreme Court renewed the conversation about whether or not the hearings
should be televised. Critics cited asinine Republican inquiries as evidence for the need
for private hearings. However, Privatizing the confirmation hearings would only serve as
a barrier to the unfiltered truth about our elected officials and Supreme Court justices.
Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) used his questioning period to bloviate about the
pain of being a conservative in modern America. Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX) brought out
the visual aids to complain about critical race theory in children’s books that were not
remotely about critical race theory. These trains of thought are unrelated to the office
of a Supreme Court justice, and serve to further political gains and infuriate the liberal
Senators around them.
Even before Jackon’s confirmation, the process has been politically lucrative. During
Solicitor General Robert Bork’s confirmation hearings, then-senator Joe Biden received
praise for his bipartisan approach during the confirmation process, riding on the
coattails of this win to raise $1.7 million dollars for his 1988 failed presidential campaign.
Similar to Biden, Judge Jackson’s ability to wade through the mucky waters of her
assailants’ questions teaches us more about her character than her judicial record.
Without the cameras recording her reactions and answers, the public would not have
seen the poise and restraint that Jackson brought to the moronic questions lobbed at her.
Seeing democratic processes in action gives access to how the elected officials operate,
providing a clearer picture come election season. Transparency in this aspect is crucial
when the public’s trust in congress is at an all-time low.
Having to watch elected officials lob ludicrous questions at a Supreme Court nominee
and have the gall to not unanimously approve her may be nauseating. But, the bottom line
is that privatizing the confirmation process only privatizes democracy and transparency.
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Tiger staff’s meditations on highschoo
friendships across all four grades
Friends across borders
STORY BENJAMIN REGAN, FRESHMAN
Not all my friends are at SPHS. In fact, not all my friends are on the same continent. Throughout the pandemic, a few
members of my friend group moved to Europe, changing my most used app from iMessage to WhatsApp.
I would have been frustrated with the long distance calls and spotty internet Zooms that made up our friend group’s
communication if it wasn’t for the pandemic already limiting in-person meetings. However, it was still a foreign concept
to hang out with friends over a screen, and the nine-hour time change added another element to the meetings. It was
almost guaranteed that at least one person would have to either stay up until midnight or wake up at 6 a.m. before
school. These scheduling conflicts are often how we ended up celebrating birthdays a solid week after the actual date.
Another interesting component of this global friend group is getting a taste, albeit distant, of another culture. While it
doesn’t come close to visiting another country, some of the pictures my friends sent of foods, unique celebrations, and
distinct cultural traditions made me appreciate the place more. Even some small aspects of life, like what side of the
road one drives on, were interesting to compare.
Just as distance learning eventually gave way to in-person school, my friends returned to South Pasadena. One friend
moved here permanently, and one returned to visit. Given that all of my interactions with them for over a year were
virtual, I wasn’t exactly sure what they’d be like. Leaving as a sixth grader and returning as an eighth grader, there
would undoubtedly be differences in who my friends were. I was of course extremely excited to finally see my friends
in-person, and not apprehensive but curious about what my friends would be like.
I was struck at how smooth it went. Just a couple of friends talking, like it hadn’t been a year of thousands of WhatsApp
messages and dozens of lagging Zooms. We were just happy to see each other and take advantage of some warm
summer nights.
My other friend eventually moved back, and the transition to virtual communication with them was just as smooth as
the transition to talking in-person.
My friend group started forming in elementary school, and continued throughout middle school before a few
members moved to Europe because their parents were offered jobs and they already had family there. Our similarities
and common interests in education and government systems fueled the friendship and sparked many conversations.
With multiple friends in Europe, we were able to contrast the political and educational landscape of America with that
of European countries, an intriguing part of these long-distance friendships.
With my friend back in Europe, extracurriculars helped mold my friend group in high school. Baseball, Writing Club,
and Tiger Newspaper expanded my friend group. In spending a lot of time dedicated to one goal, whether it is winning
a baseball game or writing an article, it’s good to have many friends involved in the process. We also shared our
extracurricular accomplishments, as learning new languages and trying out different instruments became a hobby
for my European friends throughout the pandemic.
The geographic isolation was a barrier to our friend group, and I wish that we were all in the same place to frequently
meet in-person. However, I think I will remain friends with my European pals because the value of friendship is
apparent regardless of location. Whenever my European friend comes back to visit, I’ll be ready. But until then, it’s
abbreviations, out-of-context photos, and calls during all hours of the day galore in our WhatsApp chat.

Three is the magic number
STORY HANNA BAE, SOPHOMORE
Watching Disney Channel, I always had the notion that in order to be generally liked, I had to be in a giant, co-ed friend
group oozing with “tea” and personality carbon copies. But, my social scene never played out that way. I come from a
core group of three people where we have stuck together since we were eight. We have hung out in bigger groups, but
it ends up being the three of us against the world.
I have many shared experiences with the same two people that have created an inseparable bond. They were my first
sleepover, my first hangout after the pandemic, and my first shoulder(s) to cry on. As sappy as it is, I do not think I
would be here without them.
That does not mean our unique friendship is without its challenges: It ranges from one person having to walk slightly
behind the other two on the sidewalk, standing awkwardly in the bathroom to brush our teeth, or choosing one
over the other in a fight. However, it has become evident that on a more personal level, there is an incredibly special
relationship that we hold. I know everything about them and they know everything about me. I am able to talk to them
about anything and they are the people I know I can rely on, even if it can be embarrassing at times.
Figuring out our dynamic was difficult at first. I had a certain relationship with one of them and a different relationship
with another. One of my friends, I can comfortably freak out about Stray Kids comebacks with, but I cannot really do
that with the other. They became friends before they met me and it became evident that their relationship seemed
stronger. It felt like it was one or the other. It was difficult finding a middle ground as to where each of us fit in with
each other. But, as time went on and we went through a couple of overly dramatic fights, we found a balance among the
three of us and understood that we had different dynamics.
Our little trio has become well-known throughout our grade since we are a trio friend group that has been friends
since third grade since groups that stick together that long are rare. Our classmates who float around our group are
the only variation. They only come by when they need homework answers or want to get away from all the “crazy
extroverts.” That does not mean everyone we have come across is not valuable. A couple of years ago, we sat with about
eight other people, and while we had good times, it became evident that our group did not fit with the others. Our core
group was too small and too close for the others.
We would sit in the middle school quad on the artificial grass in a large, disoriented, circle. We would share food,
talk about our classes, talk about boys, and just hang out. But, thinking back, we never spent time outside of school
but rather hung out in groups of two, three, and four. That larger group was symbolic of the shallower relationship
that I had with other people. It was not that they were bad people or we did not get along. In fact, we remained good
friends, we just do not eat lunch together anymore. I have found that in larger groups, it is natural for smaller groups
to form. We would sit together, but would not be together. Once the pandemic started, my circle slowly became
smaller again.
There has almost been a sense of pressure to prove to my classmates that time does work in your favor with
friendships. We have become an example of a Hollywood-like friendship that would only be seen on Disney Channel.
I have a sense of obligation to display that these friendships do exist and that they do work. It took me a while to
understand that my social status was not dependent on the number of people I would sit with at lunch. I realized
that no longer spending every waking minute of the day with a large friend group did not mean I was losing my
friends. I was simply growing.
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Freely floating friend
STORY KAHLEN MIAO, JUNIOR
In the past three years of my high school experience I have had at least eight friend groups. The friend group I am
closest with currently I have been in for only three weeks. It has been this way since elementary school.
I can not pinpoint exactly why I float around different friend groups. One group I have recently become friends with,
another I have known forever. It might be my desire to fit into social environments or part of my fear of getting too
close to others but I don’t really want to know why.
I do not think there is anything inherently wrong with being a “floater”, but it always leaves you asking if you are a
genuine part of the friend group. While it seems selfish in retrospect, every friend group serves a different purpose.
One group, I feel close enough to vent about my issues to, another I want a diverse set of friends, and having multiple
friend groups serves that purpose.
Being a friend group floater is often unintentional. When one friend group splits apart, either from disagreements
that I am not part of or they just end up naturally growing apart, I feel obligated to stay friends with all of them. I do
not want to be the odd one out so I adapt to become whatever friend they want the most. It is not intended to be fake
or two faced, but rather a side effect of making others more comfortable with whatever side of me they see. The part
they see of me is still me; it is just natural to adapt to the environment you are in.
The friend group floater concept is fun for a while but it is often lonely. I don’t have a best friend, or one that I
feel close enough to call a best friend. I do not know who to confide in. I constantly feel like I am trying to please
everyone, the friends my parents want me to keep because “they are a good influence”, the friends who do not like
each other, and that I am trying to balance my friendships. I am not sure what my friends think of me constantly
moving around and not putting in all my effort into their friend group but I hope they enjoy my short presence in
that space regardless.
I try to hang out with as many people as possible in each of my respective friend groups but more often than not, I
end up only hanging out with a few at a time. I have never truly shared any extracurriculars with my friends and have
always found myself making friends in after school activities rather than sticking to people I already know.
This falls into a similar vein with my classes. The friend group I started with in middle and high school has always been
smarter than me. They took the more advanced math classes and had better grades than I did. The only classes I ever
had with these friends were Chinese and PE and this forced me to make more friends in other classes.
I had a warped perspective on academic success and would constantly compare myself to them when I should not
have. However, finding new friends in my other classes made me feel less isolated; It was not my friend group’s fault
for the way I compared myself to them and I do not resent them for something they cannot control, but gaining new
friends with a fresh perspective on school helped me appreciate them more.
When it comes to high school friendships, I feel like I am setting myself up for failure. I am worried about losing my
friendships with these groups after high school when that most likely will not happen. I am not sure how I will keep in
contact with everyone after high school, in fact I probably will not be able to and I do not know how this concept works
in college. I have always been bad at reaching out to others first, so I hope that I am kept within conversations when we
do try to catch up after high school.

Vin Diesel but with hair
STORY QUINN MANZO, SENIOR
My whole family loves the Fast and Furious franchise. I watched the series with my parents and brother over
quarantine and joined that cultish love. The family obsession lies mostly in the heart of my impassioned Aunt
Akemi, who can relate to the invigorating danger of automobiles—meaning she drove her car into a convenience
store once. Her personal favorite of the series is Tokyo Drift. The soundtrack bumps, but I will not cosign on this
because I cannot fathom the hoops they had to jump through to morph the plot so that a movie set in Tokyo has a
white main character.
This franchise is deeply important to my family because, as corny as it sounds, Dom Toretto and his friends exude
the culture of ohana. The franchise is the only one with a family dynamic that my loved ones and I have been able to
resonate with together.
My great, great grandparents moved from Japan to Hawaii in the 1930s. They made a life there, and when my great
grandpa Ikeda grew up he opened a diner in Hilo, the land of which still sits vacant on the island.
Many Japanese-Americans crossed the Pacific Ocean to the United States in the late 1800s and early 1900s, a majority
of which settled down in Hawaii. The growing Japanese population in Hawaii created a unique Japanese-Hawaiian
culture that emphasizes the idea and practice of ohana. Ohana means the philosophy where family, related or not, is
committed to each other.
Eventually, my family grew roots in California, carrying ohana with them. Friends of family members are considered
family as much as everyone else. Combine that with being a group of social butterflies, our family seems to know
no bounds. We pack every venue for events and we take up most of the space in restaurants when we go out to eat
together. I am immensely grateful for growing up with ohana culture because there is a richness to the familial love
that you just cannot find in any other family dynamic.
There is never any underlying negative feeling that we care about each other out of obligation, forced by lineage to be
there for each other. The people in this family choose to be a part of it.
Apparently, my friends and I have established ourselves as a model friend group within our grade, at least to the couple
peers who have told me so. I have been asked many times what the “secret” is, how we have been able to stay so close
and continue to care about each other. I have been asked enough times that I have finally realized the true answer:
We treat each other like family. When we fight — and we do fight — we don’t take that as a surefire sign to move on
to a new group of friends. Instead, we face the tough conversations and moments. We grit our teeth through the hurt
feelings and resentment. Contrary to what many believe, I am not entirely sure that confrontations in relationships
always make the relationship stronger. But they make them honest, and those last longer.
It takes serious commitment and is more often than not exhausting, but the result is worthwhile. With the family
dynamic, my friends have been a source of unadulterated joy and unrelenting support for my entire life.
The majority of my aunts and uncles are not blood-related to me. They are the closest friends of my blood relatives, the
chosen family. The sweetest thing about these strong friendships is that I know that many of my friends will eventually
become the aunts and uncles within my family, serving as role models to my nieces and nephews. They will then form
strong friendships and the family will continue to grow, solidifying the ohana tradition.
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Hey, put
that down!
CLOE
MAURER
The Ultimatum took the fickle Netflix top charts by
storm a couple of weeks ago. The premise is highconcept in a sort of twisted, Lynchian way because
not only does the show form new couples, it breaks
up old couples and then makes them all stare at each
other in a comped hotel mojito induced stupor.
The purported ultimatum has been issued by one
half of six different couples. One half wants to get
married so badly they are willing to self-flagellate
on a streaming service and the other is so wildly
indifferent they will do it too. The couples are broken
up and each choose another person from another
couple to run a “trial marriage” with. After a week,
they will run a “trial marriage” with the partner they
came with. At the end, they decide if they want to stay
in their original relationship, or pursue something
new with a new connection.

Piccolo: New Take on Italian
New South Pasadena restaurant takes gourmet cuisine to a new level
STORY ELSIE WATERS
PHOTO MICHELLE SHADMON

M

ichelin Star Chef Antonio Muré and partner Tony
Black have heightened fine dining in the streets of
South Pasadena with their recently-opened restaurant
Piccolo. The establishment offers a creative take on Chef
Muré’s traditional Italian upbringing, melding classic
dishes with innovations of Muré’s own making. Piccolo’s
familiar rustic charm makes it a perfect addition to South
Pasadena’s restaurant scene.
Chef Muré was raised in one of the most significant food
regions in Italy: Emilia Romagna. His cooking reflects
the style and essence of this cuisine, while broadcasting
his creativity through food expression. Muré opened the
first Piccolo at 5 Dudley in 2006. Propelled by the success
of his premier restaurant, he explored a variety of other
eateries, one of which awarded him a highly-coveted
Michelin star.
Muré and his partner, entrepreneur Tony Black,
progressed to create a reimagined version of Muré’s first
restaurant that revisits the recipes that earned him a spot
among the Top Chefs of L.A.
At its core, Piccolo takes a simple yet effective approach
to food. The menu boasts an extensive selection of fresh
pastas, wild game, and fresh fish. One of their standout
dishes is the Tortellini de Patate e Fichi, the signature
favorite at their Venice location. This is a prime example
of Muré’s creativity that is hyper-present in the menu.
The dish is unlike any pasta and its distinctiveness is
one of the ways it keeps customers yearning for another
bite. It bursts with creative flavorings from interesting
pairings. On top of a parmesan fondue lies precisely
crafted tortellini filled with fig and potato that is then
topped with aromatic brown butter and sage. The nutty
fig stuffing balances the earthiness of the potato. The
creaminess of the parmesan fondue acts as a rich, salty
blanket that encompasses the pasta in a delectable
coating. Brown butter and sage blend to provide a sweet,

indulgent finishing touch to the bite. The dish is extremely
rich, however its small portion allows the pasta to exist in
a way that is not overpowering, but blissfully satisfying.
In addition to house-made pastas, Piccolo prides itself
on fresh, quality game. The Pappardelle and Duck dish
melds the two. This dish is a much lighter alternative
to the Tortellini de Patate e Fichi, with a buttery sauce,
duck, and assorted greens. Its simplicity allows the meat
to be the shining star of the meal. The duck is blissfully
tender and seasoned to perfection, standing out
against the blank canvas of the al dente parpadelle. The
sautéed broccolini adds a fresh component to the dish,
counteracting the richness of the protein. The Parpadelle
and Duck is an example of a more traditional option, yet
the quality and unbeatable flavors make it just as pleasing
as the more imaginative creations.
The quality of entrees offered at Piccolo is carried
through in their dessert menu. The restaurant boasts
a menu of tartes, panna cottas, mousse, cakes. While
each treat is remarkable, their opera cake in particular
is a must try. Equipped with an array of layers crafted
to absolute perfection, the opera cake offers a fulfilling
finish to a meal at Piccolo, guaranteed to satisfy any sweet
tooth. Each layer has its own complex flavor profile that
plays off of one another, melding to create a cohesive
and luxurious bite. From a light yet flavorful coffeesoaked sponge cake to a crispy layer of milk chocolate,
to pillowy coffee buttercream — the cake is indulgently
sweet. But the addition of whipped, vanilla- bean cream
and assorted fresh berries brightens the dessert, adding
a much needed refreshing element to the treat.
Although Piccolo has solidified its position as a luxurious
and successful dining experience, its rustic charm
perfectly fits into South Pasadena’s small town aesthetic.
That being said, this level of fine dining is a new addition
to South Pasadena’s scene, evolving the environment.
Piccolo adds a welcomed fresh and modern front that is
perfect for local family dinner nights and more formal
occasions. Never sacrificing quality or flavor, Piccolo is
a wonderful local dining experience for South Pasadena
residents and beyond.

I hesitate to analyze or pathologize this show for
fear that it really doesn’t mean half as much as my
hunch says it might, but it is April and reality TV
(and reading Either/Or in PDF fragments instead of
filling out another graphic organizer) is what holds
my attention right now. The Ultimatum deals heavily
in tropes and other sorts of classical narrative
mechanics. Functionally, it is a lingua franca
between the Shakespearian human tragedy/comedy
and pop-culture, the spurned lover and the simp. I
think this is why I have so much trouble writing the
show off as just dumb, depraved, or depressing.
It feels significant that the “experience” is helmed by
the Lacheys, hot off the tail-end of season two of the
other Netflix reality TV Love is Blind. The Lacheys
are the face of elder millennial versions of Jason’s
quest for the Golden Fleece/perfect partner. The
conditions are emotionally extreme and compels
one to wonder what it is all for.
It feels even more symbolically rich that the
celebrity couple hosts are haunted by the ghost
of a scandalous, high profile early aughts divorce.
In 2006, Nick Lachey and Jessica Simpson settled
a contentious legal battle under the scrutinizing
lights of 2000s paparazzi. As a result, watching The
Ultimatum feels a lot like watching a chemically bad
trip babysat by two people who did ayahuasca in a
subtropical jungle and lived to tell the tale. It is the
legally blind leading the medically blind.
The Ultimatum is unlike any other dating show
I’ve ever seen, not just because of the premise,
but because of the conditions under which it was
conducted. It all unfolds in a nondescript chain
hotel in downtown Austin. The suites are made up
to look like maxxinistafied apartments, fit with
mod-ish Southwestern decor and various macrame
accoutrement. I do not take any issue with the decor
itself. Who am I to turn my nose up at a cactus
tapestry anyway? It is the thin veneer of comfort
that makes it all so much sadder. People choose to
live with a stranger in a hotel room, to play house,
to fabricate a delusion to decide whether or not they
like their real life enough to commit to it. Everyone
was vacation drunk all the time, their pupils dilating
wildly as they tried desperately and sloppily to
communicate complex emotional ideas.
I have a hard time buying into the emotional
extremism of The Ultimatum. It feels cheap to
manufacture a second set of trials and tribulations
to complicate the already very real, albeit less
cinematic, devastations of love. Though, maybe there
is something perfect about making love into a series
of challenges and impossible tests. Maybe, in this
post-Survivor reality TV landscape, the only way we
can truly know the bounds of our emotional elasticity
is to impose upon ourselves an ultimatum. We have
reached a critical point where media says nothing
about our culture or our artistic sensibilities, but it
says everything about us.
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Shrek champions differences with new flair
STORY CHARLOTTE DEKLE
PHOTO SARAH LEE

A

s Kermit, the Frog would say, “It’s not easy being
green.” Certainly, life is difficult when one is a
Scottish ogre fighting for one’s right to reside in a swamp.
Running from Friday, April 22 to Sunday, April 24, Shrek
was South Pasadena’s first foray into musical theater
since 2019. The production demonstrated the necessity
for high school theater and twisted this classic tale into
something fully unique.
Clocking in at a little over 2 hours and 15 minutes, the
musical proved to be an endurance test for the actors,
especially Shrek (a commanding Levi Srebalus), who
rarely leaves the stage. The three principal characters
all played off each other nicely, and the show worked
best when they were on stage together. Senior Ava Page’s
terrific performance as Donkey balanced a jazzy voice
with comedic chops. Seniors Srebalus and Quinn Manzo,
who plays Fiona, complemented each other nicely, and
their duets were show highlights (see the burping and
farting contest in Act 2).
“[Shrek is] not technically a human being, so [the role
is] complicated in that sense. He has tons of humanlike qualities, more than anyone could ever imagine.
The more I handle the role, the more I see that he’s
more and more human. He’s fierce, but he has a very
sweet heart, he’s caring, he’s patient, and above all, he’s
misunderstood,” Srebalus said.
However, the entrancing junior Audrey Omidi, who
played both the Dragon and Farquaad’s Guard, was the
pinnacle of the entire performance. Omidi towered over
her castmates, both in her stilts and her brassy belt, and
stole the show. Additionally, Lulu Talesnick-Lopez as
Lord Farquaad performed the entire show on her knees,
portraying this three-foot-tall dictator with pizzazz.
The drama program pulled out all the stops. The
musical begins with screen projections of a fairy tale
novel, as young Shrek and young Fiona are whisked off
into a swamp and castle, respectively (they compare
trauma later in the show). These projections soar as
the impressive set design transports the audience to
the land of Duloc. The sets include colossal trees in the
stage’s wings and a mossy knoll that stretches the stage’s
entire length.

The costumes were equally striking. Most actors played
multiple characters and thus had multiple costume
changes. For example, Omidi’s aforementioned dragon
character included stilts under purple scale flare
pants and a purple leotard. This costume is completely
different from her silver guard costume and matching
headpiece. The Dulocians had identical yellow wigs
with yellow button-ups, manifesting the conformity of
the town. The fairytale creatures, including Pinnochio
(senior Franny Knight), were unique, hence the theme
of accepting differences.
Where would Shrek be without the makeup and
hairstyling? Shrek himself is green with a prosthetic
nose, a green helmet with tube-like ears plastered
on, which elicited an audience gasp when he entered.
Pinnochio’s infamous nose grew with the help of a tube
that Knight held throughout the show.
The musical was a unique SPHS moment where all
of the performing arts classes on campus united to
put on a show. Since rehearsals began in February,
the cast and crew worked tirelessly after school each
day to prepare. Under the guidance of director Nick
Hoffa, choreographer Courtney Cheyne, music director

Wylder Reinman, and band director Howard Crawford,
all aspects of the performances were pitch-perfect. In
addition to the stellar onstage work, the consummate pit
orchestra played each instrumental piece to accompany
the show.
“The musical is such a big, important part of any high
schooler’s experience. Whether you’re watching it, or
backstage, or onstage, or in the pit, it is one of those high
school experiences,” Hoffa said.
To turn an already unique musical like Shrek into a
distinctively South Pasadena venture, Hoffa included
signs that said ‘Applause’ whenever Farquaad demanded
an entrance. Similarly, to drive the point of Farquaad’s
dictatorial regime of conformity home, Donkey is
spotted wearing a “Make Duloc Great Again” shirt,
apparently, one she got from the gift shop.

Shrek marked a welcome return to musical theater
for SPHS. Every aspect of the show, from the set to the
costumes, made it a dazzling spectacle that showcased
some brilliant performances. It may not be easy being
green, but with this talent, you’d never know it.

WHO CARES? embodies Rex Orange County’s growth
STORY ELSIE WATERS
ILLUSTRATION ETHAN LYONS
Alex O’Connor, otherwise known as Rex Orange County,
has been a prominent figure in the Indie/Pop scene since
his debut in 2017, with a self-produced album, Bcos U
Will Never B Free.
His highly-anticipated new album WHO CARES? stays
true to the essence of most of O’Connor’s works, in which
he disguises his anxieties and self-doubts in upbeat
tunes. However, it also displays the immense growth
that O’Connor has undergone since his entrance into the
spotlight. Contrary to the majority of his work, in WHO
CARES? he encourages leaning into a care-free sentiment
instead of his typical anxious fodder.

WHO CARES? conveys two themes throughout its eleven
tracks, both of which connect back to the title and
O’Connor’s varying interpretations of the phrase. On one

hand, the title can be read like a motivational call to his
audience, urging listeners to disregard the pressures that
the outside world projects onto them.

lyricism stands out against the original acknowledgment
of more glum feelings, ultimately enhancing the positive
tone of the message.

The alternative interpretation reads more similarly to a
cry of anguish, as O’Connor ponders if there is anyone
who genuinely cares about him. This exposition seems
far more bleak and generally feels more in character with
O’Connor’s work.

The latter description, a far more melancholy
interpretation, is supported by several tracks,
complementing the contrasting songs. One that stands
out is “WORTH IT.” “It’s not worth it anymore/ I feel insane
and I’m not sure/ Why things changed, what’s worth it
anymore?/ Am I not the same? No, I’m not sure/ If I’m
to blame…” In typical O’Connor fashion, these poignant
lyrics are contrasted with a cheer beat that adds to the
classic and lovable bedroom pop allure he has mastered.

The former message is present in an array of songs, but
the sentiment is illustrated best in the opening track,
“KEEP IT UP.” O’Connor uses this song as a space to set
his intent with the album as a whole, first addressing the
self-deprecating thoughts that are so often present in his
music, “I guess it’s stress/ It’s making me feel so depressed/
Most of my life, I’ve felt so tired.” He then balances them
out with lyrics such as, “Keep it up and go on/ You’re
only holding out for what you want/ You no longer owe
the strangers/ It’s enough, it’s enough.” The empathetic

While O’Connor has recognized these themes as the most
prominent of the album, he intentionally leaves the name
up for interpretation, encouraging listeners to recognize
the contradictions within the album as the same type
present within all humans. This gives the album an
undeniably organic and authentic feeling, inspiring
listeners to draw upon their own experiences in order to
interpret the album in a way that is meaningful to them.
O’Connor shares his story with a poignance and intimacy,
making WHO CARES? a dynamic and joyful listen.
The themes he presents are cyclical, but they often
change courses, fluctuating throughout the album. One
minute, listeners will be reflecting upon their self-image
pondering their anxieties against the elegance of an
orchestral backdrop that many of the songs embrace as
O’Connor shares his own insecurities. The next moment,
they will be jumping to the synths and drums of a dancedriven, electronic song like “If You Want It.”
Through his simple but articulate and impactful wording,
O’Connor allows plenty of space for himself to experiment
and create dynamic backgrounds. This balance between
rather straightforward lyricism and soulful beats is one
of the reasons why the artist’s music is so hypnotic —
the topics he sings about achieve the perfect balance of
relatability and poignance while never straying far from
the digestible quality that listeners depend on.
Independently, the tracks of WHO CARES? convey
different and sometimes contradicting messages.
However, when pieced together they create a cohesive and
grounded image of the human experience. The balancing
of complementary messages and a strong theme of selflove, encourage listeners to look inwards and evaluate
their own relationship with themselves.
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Hey, Oscars: Animation exceeds genre

STORY MICHAEL MAYEMURA
ILLUSTRATION TERRY SONG

T

he Oscars are a glitzy and glamorous show meant to
highlight a year’s worth of cinematic masterpieces.
Yet, more often than not, the entertainment industry’s
“biggest night” glosses over animation like it is an
afterthought, despite its growing mainstream popularity
and huge influence over Hollywood as a whole. Animation
must be respected as more than “child’s play.” It must
be understood as a medium of entertainment just as
powerful as live-action.
To understand how animation is mistreated by
mainstream Hollywood, one does not need to look much
farther than the coveted Oscars. This year, the Oscars
chose three Disney princesses to announce the winners of
Best Animated Feature shortly after a commercial break,
a time slot that viewers often miss. The winner this year,
the Disney hit Encanto, further perpetuates animation’s
sidelining in Hollywood as a childish sideshow. Since
the category’s induction, the winners have remained
exclusively child-based animated movies such as Shrek,
Toy Story, Soul, and this year’s Encanto — all of which are
produced by Disney or related companies.
While Disney and Pixar movies have helped pave the
way for animation’s mainstream popularity, it has also
attached a stigma to the medium — that all animation is
geared towards children and all children love animation.

Yet, the Oscars are not indicative of public opinion, rather
it reflects the attitudes of Hollywood’s most influential
that seem intent on keeping animation a secondary
“genre” to live-action.

human life often interwoven with symbolic artwork that
transports them to an alternative reality, one in which
the human condition is brought to life in a way that is
detached from the ”realism” of the world.

This is where one of the greatest problems lies: The
belief that animation is a mere genre as opposed to an
entertainment medium. Animation is an umbrella term
that encompasses a multitude of different art forms such
as stop-motion animation, popularized by Tim Burton,
motion pictures that bring surreal arts to life, or even the
classic 3/2-D animation everyone has grown accustomed
to. The problem with generalizing animation and forcing
it into a singular mold, only highlighting 3-D animation
and ignoring the craftsmanship present throughout the
form, is that it distorts its merits, reducing animation
into a singular form that is easier to disregard.

As the COVID-19 pandemic hit, animation was thrust back
onto center-stage. The resurgence of animated shows like
Avatar during the pandemic and the cultural phenomena,
Family Guy and The Simpsons, have demonstrated that
cartoons can not only compete with live sitcoms, but that
they have the ability to outperform them.

Pigeonholing animation denies the opportunity to relish
in the rich complexities that animation has to offer. In
that sense, it limits its ability to expand, to grow, and
to prosper. Animation has proven its resilience and
adaptability, modernizing with changing trends in the
2000s and 2010s, and provides its viewers a unique
opportunity to examine the human condition that is not
possible by any other mode.
Animation delivers its audience an outward perspective
on the conflicts, relationships, and experiences of

In addition, the emergence of Japanese anime into the
entertainment mainstream has expanded the umbrella
to include the zany, fast-paced action shots fused together
with traditional Asian backdrops. These more mature,
and often undervalued, styles of animation unravels
the notion that animation is predominately for children
and the parents that supervise them. Animation, much
like how it is not a single genre, is not made for just one
demographic — it is an art form meant to transcend all
artistic barriers and express ideas that one was unable to
do before.
Animation and live-action productions are unique. One
is not better than the other. However, animation’s long
lasting history and its resurgence in the film industry
should be a wake-up call to Hollywood, rolling out the red
carpet for those who deserve it — fictitious or otherwise.

Reboot: The Good, The Bad, The He-Man
STORY LEXIE DOIG
ILLUSTRATION PENNY ABOUD
Watching a reboot as a long-time fan can be an
exhilarating experience. Expectations run high, but
disappointment lurks just around the corner. Reboots
have a great deal of pressure attached, as they have to
reframe the source material while maintaining a certain
amount of faithfulness to the original content. A bad plot,
laughable characters, and excessive callbacks can make
a mockery of even the most well-intentioned reboot.
They can also just as easily be a blatant cash grab trying
to bank on the sentimentality of original supporters, and
fail to achieve any popularity among die-hard fans and
newcomers alike.
The beloved 1980s cartoons He-Man and the Masters of
the Universe and She Ra: Princess of Power are both set
in the same universe and have multiple crossovers, as the
second show was developed to appeal to girls. The main
characters of the shows — Prince Adam/He-Man and
Adora/She-Ra — are siblings, and each do their part to
liberate their planets from corrupt influences in a classic
battle of good versus evil.

She-Ra and the Princesses of Power is the 2018 reboot of
She Ra. The latest version was helmed by ND Stevenson,
who put a new spin on the characters to feel more
relatable to modern audiences, updating their designs
and personalities and aging down most of the cast
into kids and teens. Mermista became an apathetic
young adult, Frosta went from an adult to a 10-year old
child leader, and Catra — who was originally a minor
villain — became a major antagonistic force and deeply
complicated character. Forgoing the original show’s plot
focusing on a classic battle of good vs evil, She-Ra vs the
Evil Horde, Stevenson’s version instead has themes of
redemption and accepting differences.
The newest She-Ra contains just enough hidden easter
eggs and references to the original show, but frees
itself from the constraints of old canon in order to
create new lore, thus bringing new life to the old story.
Original characters or story lines that no longer fit are
paid homage in blink-and-you-miss it moments, rather
than trying to unnaturally insert them into the shows to
attract fans.

He-Man was also made into a live-action movie in 1987,
which was set on Earth rather than the show’s setting of
the alien planet of Eternia, which is located “in the center
of the universe.” Removing the characters from the
beloved and magical setting, and instead putting them
in our familiar world, was a drastic alteration that took
away some of the story’s charm. Furthermore, fans were
left asking why it was so necessary to change the setting,
as it took the story from a continuation in this saga of
good versus evil to an overall cheesy film.
While these are typical characteristics of a bad movie, the
1987 He-Man’s failures were heightened beyond it being
just a bad movie. Fans took the failure of the movie as a
sign that the studio was just trying to make money off of

the popularity of the show, instead of giving the story the
full attention and detail it deserved.
A great reboot can be a source of nostalgia for grown
fans of the original story, but they also make a whole
new generation of fans fall in love with that same tale.
Stevenson’s She-Ra created characters that kids of all
kinds of backgrounds could see themselves in, and HeMan: Revelations took the basis of the old show to make
a sequel-esque series anyone could enjoy. Bringing new
fans into those old franchises is a great way to keep
those stories going, and creates plenty of heartwarming
nostalgia for original fans to sit back and enjoy the show.
those stories going, and creates plenty of heartwarming
nostalgia for original fans to sit back and enjoy the show.
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TAAGLAA: Donut (W)hole
TIGER’S AWESOME ADVENTURES IN THE GREATER LOS ANGELES AREA

1300 East 1st Street, Los Angeles CA 90033. Price of
admission: Free. Open 5 - 8 p.m. Saturday, March 12 Friday, May 27.

STORY KAHLEN MIAO
PHOTOS SOPHIE YEUNG
ehind the vibrant La Trenza mural in East Los Angeles
B
is the Self Help Graphics and Art center, which is
currently hosting the Donut (W)hole exhibition created

by local artist Phung Hyunh. The gallery showcases
the years of work and research done by Hyunh on
Southeast Asian refugees with a focus on Cambodian
and Vietnamese stories of immigration. As someone
of Southeast Asian descent, I came to the exhibition,
seeking to understand the history that created the
community I know today. Donut (W)hole had its opening
reception on March 12 and will close on May 27.
The exhibition primarily revolves around the donut
shops set up in California by Cambodian immigrants.
Nearly 90 percent of donut shops in California are owned
and operated by Cambodian Americans and immigrants,
a scene that Hyunh, who had countless relatives and
family friends in the industry, grew up with. Hyunh was
also a refugee in Thailand at one point in her life, just like
the way my mother had been. It is a subject that I still
feel I know very little about, and learning about Hyunh’s
experience gave me insight in what it might have been
like for my mother to be a refugee who moved to America.
To the right of the gallery entrance, there was a wall
that showcased five silkscreen prints of donut boxes. I
immediately took note of the bright pink that was present
in every corner of the exhibition. Each box had a familiar
phrase on it. Words such as “Play Lotto Here,” “Cash
Only,” and “Sold Out’’ were described as part of “one’s
cultural identity to become Americanized”.
Continuing down through the space, there was another
wall with more silkscreen prints on it. This time, they
had the faces of those who grew up in donut shops. In
the background of their portraits was a photo of their
childhood, blending and contrasting colors of pink,
yellow and black. The section continued into portraits
printed on pink donut boxes, adding blue onto the box

CAMBODIAN AND VIETNAMESE
STORIES shape the exhibit.

to create contrast. Many of the portraits had quotes
attached to them that described what it was like to grow
up in a donut shop.
Describing part of her process in creating the exhibition,
Hyunh took her time in knowing what she was creating
for each portrait. Hyunh knew most of the people she
created art of and spent time interviewing each of them
and their experiences growing up in donut shops.
“It really stems from my background because my father
is from Cambodia, survived the genocide, and as a
Southesast Asian refugee, growing up it was very common
to know people who were in the donut shop business,
cousins, aunts, friends of friends. It was just something
that I grew up with,” Hyunh said. “It wasn’t until later
in my life as an artist that I made that connection that
it was something that was part of my life and part of the
immigrant story can be told through art. It’s just a big
part of my life.”
Anchoring the next section and the childhood portraits
was a large painting of L.A.’s Randy’s Donuts in a desertlike background, the sky behind the painting a vivid
blue. Marked in the corner was the quote “made by
refugees”, an ode to the resilience of those who had come
to America and established donut shops. The exhibition
was noticeably divided into two parts, one that focused
on the children of donut shops and the other focusing on
the experiences of Southeast Asian refugees.
Communicating part of her personal story, the
neighboring section began with a graphite portrait of
Hyunh’s father Hoa Bang Hyunh on a pink donut box.
Hyunh described her father’s journey of survival from
Cambodia to Vietnam, escaping the Cambodian genocide
in a caption next to the drawing. Next to the portrait of
her father was a portrait of Hyunh’s fake ID to escape the
country when she was a child as a refugee in Thailand
alongside portraits of notable Southeast Asian people
connected by their resilience and accomplishments.

Hyunh was born in Southeast Asia but later moved to
America and noted a familiar struggle with her parents
when it came to her future career. It is part of the
pressure that comes with having parents who travel
across continents for a better future.
“My parents never wanted me to be an artist, you’ve got
to be a doctor or a lawyer. It’s not about prestige, it’s not
about clout, it’s about survival. When you have parents
who were refugees, who have survived, they’re worried
for you and they loved you, they’re just worried,” Hyunh
said. “My father is losing his vision, he’s only ever been
to one show of mine for the 20 years I’ve been an artist.
He was embarrassed to tell me he couldn’t see my art,
which is why didn’t go to any of my exhibitions. We love
our parents, the most meaningful pictures have to be of
my mom and dad.”
Turning into the final corner of the exhibition was a
section highlighting resilience starting with a sculpture
of a slur constructed with army figurines. The slur is most
commonly used in reference to Asian people, specifically
Korean and Vietnamese people, where it gained its
modern function through American troops who used the
term to refer to “foreign” individuals.
Adjacent to the wall was an interactive segment asking
“How do you maintain your cultural identity?” in regards
to assimilation. Initially hesitant about what to write,
I ended up writing “continuing to learn more about my
heritage and being proud of it”.
I left the gallery wanting to learn more about part of my
heritage that I know so little about. While my mother is
not Cambodian, she felt the impact of the Vietnam war in
Laos. After visiting the gallery and having a conversation
with Hyunh about the exhibition I felt that I had relearned
that the best way to be resilient against assimilation and
being “white-washed” was being proud of my culture and
the spaces that our communities have built.
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Jackie Robinson makes an impact 75 years later
STORY BENJAMIN REGAN
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE NATIONAL
BASEBALL HALL OF FAME AND MUSEUM

T

he date Friday, April 15 has been ingrained in baseball
history ever since Jackie Robinson stepped onto
Ebbets Field in 1947, wearing the number 42. April 15,
2022 was the 75th anniversary of Jackie Robinson’s
debut in Major League Baseball (MLB). As the first Black
player to compete in MLB, Robinson brought a strong
composure and toughness to the game, qualities that he
formed throughout his upbringing in Pasadena.
This month, New Jersey Senator Cory Booker told NPR’s
Alisa Chang that seeing judge Ketanji Brown Jackson being
selected for the Supreme Court was “a Jackie Robinson
moment for our nation.”
Robinson created opportunities for Black athletes by
breaking the baseball color barrier, in a career that
included a batting title and Most Valuable Player award
with the Brooklyn Dodgers. Larry Doby was the second
Black player in MLB, suiting up for Cleveland three months
after Robinson’s debut. In 1955, when Robinson stole home
to propel the Brooklyn Dodgers past the New York Yankees
in the World Series, Roy Campanella, Jim Gilliam, and Dan
Bankhead, all Black, were celebrating alongside him.
Branch Rickey, general manager of the Brooklyn Dodgers,
selected Robinson because of his character. An activist off
the field, Robinson faced threats, slurs, insults, and even
pitches aimed at his head. By doing so, Jackie Robinson
paved the path for Black athletes to follow.

one of the early players who helped integrate baseball.
Newcombe told me that he, Jackie Robinson and Roy
Campenella would often connect with Dr. [Martin Luther]
King and that Dr. King told him that what they did on the
field made his job easier.”
The legacy of Jackie Robinson is also prominent in
Pasadena. Robinson was raised in Pasadena and graduated
from Pasadena Junior College (now Pasadena City College)
in 1939. He lettered in four sports at UCLA, whose baseball
field is now named Jackie Robinson Stadium. Across from
the Pasadena City Hall is the Jackie & Mack Robinson
memorial, a statue commemorating the pioneering
brothers and historic athletes.
“Jackie fought tirelessly for what he believed in… [he]
delivered speeches across the country on important
issues; established businesses in poor communities; and
participated in protest marches to pressure the government
and corporations to treat all people fairly,” the Jackie
Robinson Foundation said.
Since 1997, Robinson’s iconic number 42 has been retired,
meaning no player in MLB can wear the number. The
only exception is April 15, known across baseball as
Jackie Robinson Day, where the game honors Robinson’s
accomplishments and legacy by having every player across
all 30 MLB teams wear the number 42.

“There were plenty of people that I think could’ve [broken
the color barrier], but there’s no way of knowing how they
would have succeeded going through all the same things that
Jackie did,” Josh Rawitch, President of the National Baseball
Hall of Fame said. “The world will always remember Jackie
for what he did.”

The 75th anniversary of Robinson’s debut is not only a
celebration, but a call to action. With the 1970s far behind
us — a period when African Americans made up over
25 percent of baseball players and Hall-of-Famers — the
percentage of Black players in today’s game has dipped
under 8 percent according to the Society for American
Baseball Research. The 2019 Dodgers team, the same
franchise Robinson broke the color barrier with, did not
have a single African American player on their roster. To
properly honor Jackie Robinson, MLB must actively work to
continue his legacy.

Robinson’s impact extends well beyond the baseball
diamond. By helping to further the Civil Rights Movement,
and integrating America’s national pastime in the 1950s,
Robinson pushed for equality and inclusion in other
industries through speeches and leading protests.

To recognize Robinson’s achievements, the National
Baseball Hall of Fame unveiled a Jackie Robinson
exhibit, and released additional programs on April 15th.
Nike is designing a Jackie Robinson shoe and ESPN is
commemorating the event with a program.

“Robinson always believed in young people’s ability to be
leaders, and one of his defining traits was his willingness
to speak out and to stand up against injustice, and make his
voice and opinions heard. He did so as an athlete, a public
speaker, a writer, a protestor, a fundraiser, a broadcaster,
a political strategist, and more,” Samantha Gibson of the
Jackie Robinson Foundation said.

“What Jackie did was critical, not just for baseball, but for
all of America because what he did was start the Civil Rights
Movement long before it took hold across the country,”
President Josh Rawitch said. “Don Newcombe was also

Jackie Robinson Day might have even saved the MLB season,
as the players union and owners fighting over the MLB
lockout realized that compromises must be made in order
to preserve baseball’s tradition of Jackie Robinson Day.

“Jackie’s example shows that speaking out and
demonstrating leadership can take many different forms
and that it’s not something one has to do all by themselves
— that goes for young people today too.”

GROWING UP AND STARTING
HIS CAREER IN PASADENA, Jackie
Robinson’s legacy holds local significance.
Jackie Robinson can provide inspiration 75 years after he
broke the MLB color barrier.

Tiger Alumni Gather for Grand Reunion: June 10-12. 2022

The South Pasadena High School Alumni Association will hold its 5 decennial Grand Reunion the weekend of June 10-12,
2022. First held in 1982, the Grand Reunions provide an opportunity for all living Tiger graduates and attendees to return to
South Pasadena for an all-class reunion. Past and current faculty members are also encouraged to attend.
th

The celebration will begin on Friday, June 10 with a no-host reception from 5 to 10 p.m. in the Taproom at the Langham
Hotel in Pasadena.
On Saturday, June 11, young and old Tigers will gather at the SPHS campus from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. for a day of activities.
The festival environment will offer music performed by students and alumni, tours of the campus, booths staffed by local
clubs and businesses, food trucks, memorabilia, art displays, and more. SPHS Principal John Eldred will kick off the
festivities with a 10:30 a.m. welcome of the returning alumni in the Anderson Auditorium (named in honor of ’74 grad and
recently-retired SPHS Principal Janet Anderson).
Finally, the alums will gather on Sunday, June 12, at the Garfield Park gazebos for a Reunion Picnic from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
The Association will host a barbecued hot dog lunch for all attendees.
In addition to the Association’s activities, many individual classes are planning class reunion gatherings on Saturday evening
and/or on Sunday in the Park. Details of the Grand Reunion activities are available - and RSVPs are requested - on the
Association website at www.sphsaa.org. In addition, any alumni who wish to help out during the Grand Reunion weekend
can contact the SPHSAA at volunteer@sphsaa.org.
The first Grand Reunion in 1982 served as the inspiration for the formation of the Association, which continues its mission of
awarding scholarships to SPHS graduates every spring, communicating with alumni through the website and annual
publications, supporting class reunions, preserving school memorabilia and hosting annual Alumni Picnics and decennial
Grand Reunions.
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Nik Iwankiw: throwing with passion and power
STORY RALUCA TUDUSCIUC
PHOTO SAMANTHA SHIROISHI

T

wo-time school record holder and senior Berkeley
commit Nik Iwankiw values the importance of
training with persistence and insight. Understanding
how to use both has helped him progress in his track and
field events shot put and discus.
Iwankiw initially tried out for only shot put his sophomore
year, and competed in that event exclusively until the 2021
season ended. He tried discus at the suggestion of SPHS
track and field coach C.B. Richards, and soon discovered
that he also had an affinity and natural talent for it.
Both shotput and discus are field events in track that
involve throwing a heavy object as far as one can. The
‘shot’ used in shot put is significantly heavier than
the ‘disc’ in discus, however Iwankiw notes that the
techniques applied to both are similar.
“I tried out [for shot put] because I wanted to do a sport
that I was potentially good at, and I like[d] the idea of
individuality in track and field. It appealed to me because
[in shot put] success depends on nothing but oneself,”
Iwankiw said.
While Iwankiw looks up to many individuals, his personal
throws coach, Nick Garcia, has been a primary role model
throughout his sports career. Iwankiw admires his
coach’s dedication and passion for shot put.
In order to continue improving his personal records,
Iwankiw follows an intense training regimen, yet still he
emphasizes the importance of balance.
“I try and throw every day of the week, and usually play it
by ear with how my body is feeling. But I usually take one
to two rest days minimum a week. Before a meet I always
rest the day before,” he said.

STARTING AS A SOPHOMORE, senior Berkeley commit Nik Iwankiw recently
shattered two school records competing for shot put at SPHS.
Iwankiw currently holds two SPHS records in shot put
and discus, respectively. He broke his first record in shot
put at the 2021 Division III California Interscholastic
Federation (CIF) preliminary competitions.
Iwankiw surpassed the 38-year long school record of
56’9” by 1’2”. He also recently broke the school’s 39-year
discus record at the John Godina Throws Classic after
only picking up the sport last May.

According to Iwankiw, the key to excelling in shot put
and discus is to understand that progression is earned
through hard work and dedication.

“You learn a lot about yourself in this sport or any sport
really. Sometimes your body feels great and on top of
the world, such as days when you PR, but other days can
be very different,” Iwankiw said. “It can really get to you
mentally when things aren’t going like it’s supposed to,
but it’s all a learning experience.”

“Most people think ‘strong arm makes heavy ball go
far.’ This is true to a degree, but the technique is what
really makes you throw the distance… I think this sport
applies to people who like the idea of holding themselves
accountable for their discipline,” he said.

Iwankiw also emphasizes the importance of being “in
practice” as opposed to “at practice.” He attributes
his achievements to years of sustained diligence
and persistence. Iwankiw believes that qualities like
resilience and determination are the foundation of an

excellent athlete and team. Iwankiw is able to delineate
between what makes an athlete exceptional.
“I think what separates good athletes and great athletes
is learning from [difficult] experiences and choosing
whether to make a change and learn more or [to] do
nothing about it,” Iwankiw said.
Iwankiw recently committed to throw at the Division I
school University of California, Berkeley, which currently
houses the best throw team in the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA).
“I know everyone on the [UC Berkeley] team is super
dedicated to their craft and their studies so they will be
good role models. When I did my visit, I really clicked
with the team and coach and they seemed almost like a
family,” Iwankiw said.
After finishing off the season at SPHS, Iwankiw is eager
to continue improving at UC Berkeley, and looks forward
to breaking his current personal shot put record of 61’4”.

Tiger’s Spring Sports Photo Gallery
Tiger’s photography team collected some of its best shots from the 2022 spring athletic season.
PHOTOS ERIN LEE, SARAH LEE, & SAMANTHA SHIROSHI
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Challenger League creates
athletic opportunities for all

Intentional
discomfort
One of my new year’s resolutions — which I’ve
surprisingly kept thus far — is to build one habit
a month. Discounting a bit of procrastinating in
January, I will be on my 32nd day by the time this is
published for habit number three: cold showers.
My first cold shower lasted just the first 90 seconds
of “The Fine Print” by The Stupedium (amazing song
by the way). I eventually worked up to the song’s full
four minutes and 34 seconds, and now no longer
rely on ultra-stimulating music to distract myself
from the shivering misery. By the seventh day, the
freezing cold was much more bearable, and by the
two-week mark, I no longer hesitated before starting
the shower.

THE CHALLENGER LEAGUE gives kids with mental and physical disabilities the
opportunity to play baseball in a professional setting.
STORY KAHLEN MIAO
PHOTOS SARAH LEE

T

he South Pasadena Little League (SPLL) Challenger
Division is an adaptive program for kids with mental
and/or physical disabilities. Coaches Scott Parker and
Lorne Platt established the Challenger League in South
Pasadena as part of a wider international initiative started
by the Little League Baseball and Softball program.
Kids ages four to 22 (if they are still enrolled in school)
can participate as the league accepts registration all
season long and is also flexible in allowing participants
to join as little or as many practices and games as they
please. Unlike other little league divisions, the Challenger
League has no registration or uniform fees.
Parker, who originally became involved with the SPLL
coaching for the baseball and softball teams, decided to
start the league after he learned from SPLL Joe Payne
that there was no Challenger Division in the district.
Parker recalled enjoying his experience volunteering
for the Special Olympics and together with Payne —
whose wife works with kids with muscular dystrophy —
encouraged the creation of the league. SPLL established
the Challenger Division in 2011.
While the SPLL Challenger League initially began with
only one player, it has now grown to over 30 registered
players a season.
“What [the first Challenger League athlete] liked to do
was hear the sound of the aluminum bat hit the ground.
When we pitched to him, I’m not sure if he had the ability

to swing the bat but when he heard the bat hit the ground
that was good enough,” Parker said. “It made him happy
so it made us happy and it has just evolved from there.”
The team meets every Sunday from 4:30 to 6:00 P.M. and
has three home games a season. The average practice
begins with 30 minutes of catch with a partner and then
continues into a scrimmage where everyone is divided
into two teams. At the end of the practice, Parker gathers
everyone up at home base to run the bases.
The League encourages volunteers to help during games
and become “buddies” for the athletes to help assist them
in areas such as batting, playing defensively, or running
around bases that they may need help completing. While
there are no requirements to become a volunteer for the
Challenger League, volunteers are most often other local
baseball or softball players.
“I try to get kids from middle school and high school to
volunteer and help some of these kids out and what’s nice
about that is that not only can they get volunteer hours,
it’s good for [the volunteers] to understand the challenges
that [some of the other players] face,” Parker said. “It’s
really neat when [the volunteers] make a connection with
the [athletes].”
The Challenger Division is active at the same time as the
other Little League Divisions and will end in June. Usually
about a third to half of the players from the previous
season return the following year. Volunteering and
registration will remain open for the rest of the season.
The team’s next game will be an away against Santa Anita
Little League in Arcadia.

After each shower, without fail, I am flooded with
endorphins that almost parallel a post 12-mile run
— a sensation I have not experienced in multiple
months. I find it much easier to focus and meditate
after a cold shower. I am immersed by surprising
waves of calmness and contentment throughout the
day that would otherwise be anxious fidgeting or
wandering thoughts.
Cold showers, by far, have been the most impactful
habit I’ve practiced. I have come to the realization
that although discomfort in life is inevitable, there
remains a choice between uncontrollable and
intentional discomfort. Uncontrollable discomfort
stems from temptation — like when I stopped
running and started playing video games — which I
eventually found suffocating and ridden with guilt.
But with cold showers, I can compress all the agony I
experience throughout the day into just five minutes.
And even then, I’ve gotten so used to the cold that it
is only a mild discomfort. On top of the multitude of
health benefits provided by cold showers, there is
also an immediate feeling of power and control, both
when I start the biting downpour and complete the
simple action of turning off a faucet. This translates
to relief and salvation that lingers the rest of the day.
I would be lying if I said this was my first attempt at
keeping this habit. My previous attempts resulted
from intermittent bursts of motivation that would
subside at the first sign of failure or discomfort.
Maybe it’s just because I’ve grown to resist quitting,
but I’d like to give credit for my success this time
around to my daily meditation practice I adopted a
month prior (habit number two). I’m running out
of character space. Download headspace. It is lifechanging. Not just an over-sponsored ad on YouTube.
Seniors: Abuse your college emails for that student
discount. Meditation + cold showers = depression
annihilated. Lilian out.

Boys tennis loses to Flintridge Prep in difficult match
STORY KAHLEN MIAO
PHOTO SAMANTHA SHIROISHI
All information is accurate as of press time.
Boys tennis suffered a harsh defeat against the Flintridge
Prep Wolves in a score of 15-3 on Monday, Apr. 25. This
brings the Tigers to an overall score of 9-9 in the season
and a 2-6 score in the Rio Hondo League.
The singles squad struggled to gain footing, only winning
one out of their nine total sets.
Singles one, captain senior Leyton Ramos-Platt won the
only set of their games with a dominating score of 6-1, and
fell 6-1 on his remaining two sets.

SQUADS STRUGGLED TO KEEP UP
as Flintridge Prep dominated the court.

Singles two and three, junior Samuel Xu and sophomore
Eugene Wakiyama followed in similar trend, with Xu
stumbling 6-0 in all three of his matches and Wakiyama
forfeiting his final match due to an injury after losing two
sets with a score of 6-0 and 6-1.

BUT WAIT!
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There’s more...

“Going into the match we knew that Flintridge was going
to be a tough opponent,” Ramos-Platt said. “In all honesty,
I expected us to get around 2-4 wins, which is what
happened. Regardless, the team played their hardest and
we put up a good fight.”
The doubles squad fared slightly better, winning two
sets against the Wolves. Doubles one, sophomore
Christopher Wong and junior Winston Chan aced one
set in a score of 6-0, falling 6-1 and 7-6 after a 7-5 tiebreaker in their other two sets.
Doubles three, juniors Joshua Ou and Justin Albert also
won a set in a score of 6-2, putting up a fight but ultimately
losing their second two set in scores of 6-4 and 6-2
South Pas closed off league with a match against the
Temple City Rams that ended in a grueling 13-5 loss,
putting them fourth in league this season.
The Tigers will hold their final match of the season, along
with a senior night for Ramos-Platt, on Tuesday, Apr. 26.
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